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“Jowi Taylor was a guest speaker at a professional Retreat we held in January 2010 

for 15 professionals (lawyers, accountants, management consultants, private equity 

investors, etc.) and a family of investors ranging in age from 20 through 65. Jowi's 

presentation was inspiring, educational, professional and entertaining. His passion 

for Canada and this project was so apparent that all participants became keenly 

engaged and excited by it. He got top marks on our feedback form and I do not 

hesitate in recommending him as a speaker.”  

• Mary Mullens, President, Family Capital Corp.  

“Jowi Taylor's "Six String Nation" project is poignant and unique blend of music and 

Canadian history, possessing an ability to touch lives in powerful ways that I have 

witnessed first-hand in both school and corporate settings. Musicians and 

colleagues literally gasp as the building blocks of the story are shared, while school 

children stand in quiet amazement as the guitar is placed in their hands. Rare is the 

opportunity to actually touch history; I will personally never forget the moment I 

held the guitar for the first time: ‘Is this really a piece of Paul Henderson's stick?’”  

• Paul McCabe, President, Roland Canada Corp.  
 

“May be the best presentation I have ever seen.”  

• Simon Whitfield, Triathlete, Canadian Olympic Gold Medalist 
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“The 120 Senior Canadian Forces Officers taking part in the Strategic  Studies course 

had all read the list of the historical components of the Six String Nation guitar in 

advance, but they had no idea what to expect when Jowi arrived in person and 

began to tell the story of bringing these pieces together for this extraordinary 

instrument. There was an audible gasp from the crowd as he brought Voyageur out 

of the case and not a dry eye in the house as a fellow officer played an iconic 

Canadian tune. Those who search for what it is to be Canadian will find it here. It is 

not only the rest of the world that needs "a little more Canada". All Canadians should 

meet and experience both Jowi and Voyageur.”  

• LCol Susan Beharriell O.M.M., CD, Canadian Forces College  

“The National Capital Commission was excited to support the Six String Nation 

project at its genesis because it was such a compelling idea - to embody the essence, 

spirit, history and character of a huge and diverse country in a single musical object. 

Jowi's concept resonates with our own public programming mission at the NCC and 

we have continued to invite him back to Canada Day celebrations in the capital as 

well as to other events and workshops from time to time. He has proven to be an 

excellent animator, host and story-teller. He speaks compellingly about the 

evolution of his project and, in conjunction with the extraordinary footage and 

photographs he has gathered, he elicits powerful emotional responses from 

audiences. With his wide knowledge of Canada, and through the specific histories 

vested in the Six String Nation guitar itself, he makes people feel and identify with 

Canada's vast national story at a very personal level.”  

• Dr. Mark Kristmanson, CEO  
National Capital Commission/Commission de la capitale nationale, Ottawa  
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"The Six String Nation Guitar is not only built from different narratives, but also 

creates a new story about Canada every time it's picked up. Recognizing this 

immediately, the authors and audience of the International Festival of Authors lined 

up to see and hold the guitar,  eager not to miss this great opportunity to contribute 

their own verse."  

• Jen Tindall, Artistic Associate, International Festival of Authors  

 
Thank you so much for a wonderful assembly. You truly have been the talk of the 

school all day! Students and staff alike were truly moved by your project and the 

stories that go with your journey.  

Thank you for all you did today for VSS, have done for a number of years now for 

Canada, and will continue to do in the many years to come. You are Canadian in 

every way and you will remain a part of Vernon Secondary forever. 
 
• Malcolm Reid, Principal, Vernon Secondary School, Vernon BC.  

 
"Jowi brought the Six String Nation guitar to the Parkdale Activity & Recreation 

Centre and put on a very informative presentation and hands-on opportunity for 

people to play that amazing instrument. It was one of the best fund-raising activities 

we've ever had at PARC. Thanks, Jowi."  

• Hazel Jackson, Board of Directors, PARC, Toronto ON  
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“The Six String Nation Guitar is without a doubt one of Canada's national treasures; a 

work of art that speaks to the eyes, the heart, the soul, and of course, to the ears when the 

strings are given their turn. I have seen Jowi present the story of Voyageur more than 

once, and each time something different grabs my interest and imagination. I have seen 

many people, from toddlers to older folks, from corporate reps to college students, 

respond to the guitar in many ways, all of them with appreciation and respect. Everyone 

in Canada and beyond should meet Jowi and Voyageur and be enchanted”.  

• Marni Thornton, Professor, Music Business Management, Durham College  

“Jowi, I can't thank you enough for sharing your Six String Nation presentation with 

our entire school. Students, staff and parents were spellbound. I shared the 

experience with my family Saturday morning over breakfast and they had the same 

reaction. Without a doubt, Friday's assembly stands as one of the proudest moments 

for me in my career as a principal and I can tell you that students and staff who were 

drawn to the stage at the end of your presentation were just as enthralled as I was."  

• Barry Bickerton, Principal, Hillcrest High School, Ottawa ON  

“Jowi’s sincere narrative and poignant pictures brilliantly shared Canadian history in 

a way that helped us understand and embrace our identity. Our students were 

thrilled to hear the guitar come to life as it was played by students, staff and 

musician Paul O’Brien and everyone in the assembly crowded to have his or her 

photo taken with “Voyageur” at the end of the presentation. Every Canadian should 

hear this story and hold this guitar!”  

• Brent Kelly, Principal, Gordon Head Middle School, Victoria. 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“Jowi Taylor has created one of Canada's newest national treasures. His profound and 

visionary presentation takes his audiences on a voyage that invites us to recall our 

nation's proudest and also most poignant moments. His love for the music, stories and 

people he has encountered travelling this country is infectious and his message matters: 

We are living history, connected to one another and this land. Taylor inspires us, offering 

all Canadians membership in a new, modern tribe: that of the Six String Nation.”    

• Peter MacLeod, Principal, MASS LBP Consulting  

“As a teacher, I have had many conversations with my students about what it means to 

be Canadian. Often, I receive answers that include: maple syrup, bacon, 'eh', and beavers. 

Today, your story - our story - Canada's story - sparked a rich and meaningful 

conversation with a different tone - with a more personal and deeper understanding of 

what it means to be Canadian. The most touching moment was when one of my 

Indigenous students shared that being Canadian meant stories and knowledge shared 

and passed down about local land from her Grandfather and Elders.  It's moments like 

these that make teaching so special.  Thank you for continuing to share Canada's story.”    

• Leah Mazzocchi, Teacher, North Saanich Middle School, BC  

“It’s not just a guitar, it’s a history book you can play music on.” 

• Andy Stochansky, songwriter-musician 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“Six String Nation was the perfect vehicle for bringing over a dozen local artists, 
public personalities and everyday students to the same stage, marrying the rich 
dynamics of a professional orchestra with sounds and stories that bond people from 
all walks of life. The electricity felt by the audience during our performances 
combined with the tangible experience of posing with the guitar for a post-concert 
photo generated a throng of atypically proud Canadians who now think of their 
countrymen but also their own communities in a fresh way.” 

• Sarah Boonstra, former Director of Operations, Windsor Symphony Orchestra
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